
 
New Items - July 2021

 
FICTION 

Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available. 
Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE 

Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you. 

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Fugitive : a novel 
by Phillip Margolin  

Defending Charlie, a petty con man and former fugitive who hid in
Africa for twelve years after being falsely implicated in the murder of a
congressman, criminal lawyer Amanda Jaffe struggles to prove the
man's innocence while endeavoring to protect him from a vengeful
African dictator. 150,000 first printing.

Choose me 
by Tess Gerritsen  

Detective Frankie Loomis uncovers a cache of sordid secrets while
investigating the death of a brilliant, young woman who plunged off her
apartment’s balcony while having a secret affair with an English
professor who seems to be hiding information.

Ties that bind : a novel 
by Phillip Margolin  

When a presidential candidate is brutally murdered, Amanda Jaffe
finds herself representing the chief suspect, who claims to have
information linking the victim to a drug ring of high-ranking judges and
public officials.

http://bentonpubliclibrary.wordpress.com/
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The girl in the letter 
by Emily Gunnis  

READ HER LETTER. REMEMBER HER STORY. THE GIRL IN THE LETTER is
the hot debut for 2018, a page-turning, nail-biting and heartwrenching
novel that combines mystery and suspense with a strong emotional
core.

An unlikely match 
by Beth Wiseman  

"From beloved bestselling author Beth Wiseman comes the second novel
in the Amish Inn series-charming, sweet stories about two widowed
innkeeping sisters who are determined to help their guests find love"

Razorblade tears 
by S. A. Cosby  

When his son Isiah and his white husband, Derek, are murdered, ex-con
Ike Randolph bands together with Derek’s father, another ex-con, to
rain down vengeance upon those who hurt their boys while confronting
their own prejudices about each other and their own sons. 150,000 first
printing.

It ends with us 
by Colleen Hoover  

Falling for a stubborn but sensitive neurosurgeon after a youth spent
working hard to earn an education and start her own business, Lily is
frustrated by his aversion to commitment before reconnecting with a
first love from the past she left behind. By a #1 New York Times best-
selling author. Original.
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Nine lives : a novel 
by Danielle Steel  

On her own and feeling a sense of adventure for the first time, Maggie
Kelly, facing her fears, embarks on a whirlwind trip around the globe
that brings her face-to-face with the very same irresistible, thrill-
seeking man she’s spent 30 years trying to forget. Simultaneous.

The cellist : a novel 
by Daniel Silva  

After the fatal poisoning of a Russian billionaire, art restorer and spy
Gabriel Allon is led to a musical virtuoso who may hold the key to the
truth as well as to secret channels of money and influence that
threaten the very stability of the global order. 500,000 first printing.

It's better this way : a novel 
by Debbie Macomber  

Embracing her new life after a messy divorce, former interior designer
Julia Jones moves to a condominium complex where she finds
unexpected friendship and then love with another new resident and
fellow divorcé until a dramatic revelation threatens their happiness.

The Oregon Trail Romance Collection 
by Amanda Cabot  

Book Annotation

An Amish garden 
by Beth Wiseman  
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Presents four stories about Amish girls and their gardens, including Beth
Wiseman's "Rooted in Love," in which Rosemary, who is trying to support
her family but cannot garden, accepts help from Saul, who has loved
her for years

Amish midwives : three stories 
by Amy Clipston 

"From bestselling authors of Amish Fiction come three sweet stories
about new life, hope, and romance"

Return to the Big Valley : Wilma's Wish /
Martha's Miracle / Alma's Acceptance 
by Wanda E. Brunstetter  

Book Annotation

An Amish picnic : four stories 
by Amy Clipston 

"From bestselling authors in the Amish genre come four sweet stories
about picnics and romance"

Rachel to the rescue 
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by Elinor Lipman  

After being hit by a speeding car driven by what the press discreetly
calls “a personal friend of the President,” Rachel Klein finds her
recovery eased by comically doting parents, matchmaking roommates
and a new job as an aide to a journalist whose books aim to defame the
President.

Hotel du Lac 
by Anita Brookner  

Recounts the holiday of Edith Hope, meek, unmarried, and thirty-nine,
who, on the mend from a disastrous love affair, becomes intimately
involved with her fellow guests at the Swiss Hotel du Lac

The personal librarian 
by Marie Benedict  

Hired by J. P. Morgan to curate a collection of rare manuscripts, books
and artwork for his newly built Pierpont Morgan Library, Belle de Costa
Greene becomes one of the most powerful women in New York despite
the dangerous secret she keeps.

The paper palace 
by Miranda Cowley Heller  

While staying at “The Paper Palace” — the family summer place she has
visited every summer of her life, 50-year-old Elle must decide between
the life she has built with her husband and the life she always imagined
she would have had with her childhood love.

The forest of vanishing stars 
by Kristin Harmel  
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Raised in the unforgiving wilderness of eastern Europe after being
kidnapped, a young German woman, in 1941, vows to teach a group of
Jews fleeing the Nazi terror how to survive in the forest until she is
betrayed as her past and present collide. 150,000 first printing.

The winemaker's wife 
by Kristin Harmel  

A story set amid the champagne vineyards of northern France during
the darkest days of World War II follows two women who risk everything
when the Germans invade

The book of lost names 
by Kristin Harmel  

The best-selling author of The Winemaker’s Wife draws on true events
in the story of a Polish graduate student in World War II who uses her
forgery talents to help hundreds of Jewish children flee the Nazis.
75,000 first printing.

Fallen : a novel of suspense 
by Linda Castillo  

Painters Mill Chief of Police Kate Burkholder investigates the murder of
a troubled Amish girl who left both the Plain life and town years ago in
the latest novel of the series following Disappeared.

Such a quiet place : a novel 
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by Megan Miranda  

When the woman implicated in the murder of a couple in their formerly
idyllic and close-knit neighborhood returns to Hollow’s Edge, suspicion
spreads like a virus and it soon becomes apparent to Harper Nash that
not everyone told the truth about the night of the murder.
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